INTRODUCING Oral-B iO™

The NEW Oral-B iO™ combines oscillation rotations with micro-vibrations for a sensational clean patients can’t resist!

Sensational Clean
The combination of oscillation rotations with the gentle energy of micro-vibrations allows Oral-B iO™ to glide tooth by tooth for a gentle clean, even along the gumline.

Pressure Optimization
The Oral-B iO™ Smart Pressure Sensor light provides positive reinforcement and protects gums by turning green when optimal pressure is applied and red when pressure is too hard.

Precision
Oral-B iO™ features an innovative magnetic drive system that gently transfers the energy towards the bristle tips, where it is needed most, for a precise brushing experience.

Position Detection
The Oral-B iO™ Series 9 includes new 3D teeth tracking technology with AI enabled brushing recognition to track lingual and buccal areas of bottom and upper jaw, plus chewing areas.

For more information about Oral-B iO™ visit [HYPERLINK]